LUBRICANTS
Farm

“Working Together To Keep You Coming Back”

Today’s farming equipment is working harder than ever. But if
your equipment goes down, so do your profits. Protect your
valuable investment by using the very best lubricants. PetroCanada’s lubricants are formulated to overcome your challenges.
That’s why more Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
approve Petro-Canada lubricants and why more farm operators
count on them. Formulated for the toughest working conditions,
our lubricants meet or exceed equipment manufacturers’
specifications.
Not only do we provide superior lubricant
products, we actively participate in helping you solve maintenance
problems allowing you to be more productive. Whatever you need
to make your operation run more smoothly, you’ll find there’s a
Petro-Canada representative who will work with you to help you
succeed.

DURON* E Heavy Duty Engine Oils
DURON’S soot-fighting superiority has been demonstrated to last
longer to protect vital engine parts and give you cleaner engines,
while requiring fewer top-ups and change-outs. DURON E provides
advanced rust protection, consolidates your lubrication needs, and
reduces costs. DURON E meets the latest industry specifications
and OEM approvals, and is available in 15W-40 and 10W-30 grades.

DURATRAN Transmission/Hydraulic Fluids (THF)
As the only product line with the unique Total Temperature
Protection* formula, DURATRAN* outperforms major North American
competitors, including the leading OEM’s brand. Whatever the
weather conditions on your farm, DURATRAN* has been
demonstrated to last longer than the leading competitor’s THF, which
translates into less downtime and reduced maintenance costs.
DURATRAN Synthetic: DURATRAN synthetic is a full-synthetic, all
season THF, offering the toughest protection in high and extreme low
temperatures for year-round protection.
DURATRAN XL Synthetic Blend: DURATRAN XL Synthetic Blend
extended season THF offers exceptional low-temperature
performance.
DURATRAN: DURATRAN is a premium THF, offering the best hightemperature summer performance.

PRECISION Greases
PRECISION* ‘3-in-1” greases is a premium multi-application grease
line, specially formulated for 3-in-1 protection. PRECISION XL EP 2
and EP 1 meet the NLGI’s GC-LB rating for wheel bearing and
chassis lubrication. PRECISION greases offer:
 Better long-life protection
 Better water washout protection
 Better extreme pressure protection
Petro-Canada’s PRECISION and PEERLESS* greases are ideal for
on-farm applications in a wide range of equipment.

